CIDME: Short distances measured with long chirp pulses
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Abstract

Frequency-swept pulses have recently been introduced as pump pulses into double electron-electron resonance (DEER) experiments. A limitation of this approach is that the pump pulses need to be short in comparison to dipolar evolution periods. The “chirp-induced dipolar modulation enhancement” (CIDME) pulse sequence introduced in this work circumvents this limitation by means of longitudinal storage during the application of one single or two consecutive pump pulses. The resulting six-pulse sequence is closely related to the five-pulse “relaxation-induced dipolar modulation enhancement” (RIDME) pulse sequence: While dipolar modulation in RIDME is due to stochastic spin flips during longitudinal storage, modulation in CIDME is due to the pump pulse during longitudinal storage.

Experimentally, CIDME is examined for Gd-Gd and nitroxide-nitroxide distance determination using a high-power Q-band spectrometer. Since longitudinal storage results in a 50% signal loss, comparisons between DEER using short chirp pump pulses of 64 ns duration and CIDME using longer pump pulses are in favor of DEER. While the lower sensitivity restrains the applicability of CIDME for routine distance determination on high-power spectrometers, this result is not to be generalized to spectrometers having lower power and to specialized “non-routine” applications or different types of spin labels. In particular, the advantage of prolonged CIDME pump pulses is demonstrated for experiments at large frequency offset between the pumped and observed spins. At a frequency separation of 1 GHz, a Gd-Gd modulation depth larger than 10% is achieved, where broadening due to dipolar pseudo-secular contributions becomes largely suppressed. Moreover, a CIDME experiment at deliberately reduced power underlines the potential of the new technique for spectrometers with lower power, as often encountered at higher microwave frequencies.

With longitudinal storage times $T$ below 10 $\mu$s, however, CIDME appears rather susceptible to artifacts. For nitroxide-nitroxide experiments, these currently inhibit a faithful data analysis. To facilitate further developments, the artifacts are characterized experimentally. In addition, effects that are specific to the high spin of $S = 7/2$ Gd-centers are examined. Herein, population transfer within the observer spin’s multiplet due to the pump pulse as well as excitation of dipolar harmonics are discussed.
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1. Introduction

Using pulsed electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy, the dipolar interaction between a pair of electron spins can be separated from other interactions. The most prominent pulse sequence within this context is the four-pulse double electron-electron resonance (DEER) experiment [1], which is sometimes also referred to as pulsed electron double resonance (PELDOR). This technique allows to probe distances in the lower nanometer range, which provides structural information on spin-labeled biomacromolecules or on systems containing paramagnetic co-factors [2–5].

Recently, frequency-swept pulses generated by fast arbitrary waveform generators (AWG) have been incorporated into DEER experiments. These chirp pulses have been well known for their enhanced excitation bandwidth [6, 7], such that initial DEER applications made use of frequency-swept pump pulses to enhance the dipolar modulation, i.e. the DEER modulation depth $\lambda$. In particular, significant improvements in $\lambda$ were demonstrated when pumping the broad EPR spectra of Cu(II), Co(II), or Gd(III) [8–10]. Other than the substitution of the pump pulse by a chirp pulse in the four-pulse DEER sequence, extended pulse sequences have been demonstrated to further enhance sensitivity. Namely pre-polarization by population transfer in high-spin systems [11] as well as the use of multiple pump pulses [12] for prolongation of the phase memory time by dynamical decoupling [13].

An important limitation of a chirp pump pulse substituted into four-pulse DEER is the potential interference of the dipolar evolution. In particular, the chirp pump pulse inverts different spin packets at different times, so that the resulting DEER modulation is a superposition of time-shifted contributions. If the time shift amongst these contributions is comparable to the dipolar oscillation period, the resulting modulation does no longer represent the true dipolar modulation.

The duration of the pump pulse therefore needs to be chosen carefully. To date, there is no general rule or experimental pro-
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procedure yet which allows to determine the optimum pulse duration. Nevertheless, the heuristic rule that the pulse duration should be shorter than a quarter of the principal dipolar evolution period [8] to date appears to be adequate. For distances below 3 nm, pump pulse durations on the order of a few tens of nanoseconds are common. In principle, even a short 64 ns pulse can exhibit remarkable inversion performance over several 100 MHz when centered around the main frequency of the microwave resonator, as demonstrated using high-power instrumentation at both X band [14] and Q band [15]. In a DEER experiment, however, it is not necessarily an optimum strategy to place a broadband pump pulse at the center of the resonator mode, since this pushes the observation frequency of the DEER spin echo to a position of weak detection efficiency. Unless a dual-mode cavity is utilized [16], one would therefore expect that the limitation on the pump pulse duration constrains DEER sensitivity at short distances, since the inversion efficiency of the short pump pulse is poor.

For longer distances and towards the upper distance limit of DEER, longer pump pulses become admissible, since the dipolar evolution period scales with $r^3$. In principle, the experimental performance in this regime can be enhanced significantly by prolongation of the pulse duration. In particular, one could prolong the pulses to the asymptotic limit where an adiabatic passage is realized [17]. However, it may not be advisable to suppress the short distances too extensively by too long pulses, since the studied system could exhibit relevant conformations at shorter distances than expected. Accordingly, experimental techniques that are free of interference are of high interest. One way to overcome the limitation on pulse duration is to use multiple pump pulses for refocusing the frequency-dispersion introduced by the chirp pump pulse [9]. However, DEER with multiple pump pulses entails unwanted dipolar evolution pathways, which complicates data analysis considerably [13, 12].

In this publication, a new pulse sequence is introduced that is free of interference and free of unwanted dipolar evolution pathways of the type as encountered in multi-pulse DEER. The main idea for avoiding interference is to freeze dipolar evolution while applying the chirp pump pulse. The underlying concept is described in Section 1.1, where it will also become clear why the acronym CIDME of the new pulse sequence is close to the so-called RIDME experiment [18]. Experimentally, CIDME is tested with both Gd-Gd spin pairs and nitroxide-nitroxide spin pairs at Q-band frequencies, which are described in Section 2.

Experimental results and discussions for Gd-Gd spin pairs are presented in Section 3.1, where we point at apparent differences between CIDME and RIDME experiments for introductory purposes. Several complications arise from the $S = 7/2$ high spin state of Gd-based tags. First, pump pulses in CIDME do not only flip the coupled partner spin, but also cause magnetization transfer within the high-spin multiplet of the observer spin (Section 3.1.1). Second, long and intense CIDME pump pulses may excite higher harmonics of the involved dipolar frequencies (Section 3.1.2). After taking this into account, the sensitivity of Gd-Gd CIDME is compared to Gd-Gd DEER in Section 3.1.3 and an application to short distances is presented in Section 3.1.4.

Results and discussion for nitroxide-nitroxide pairs are presented in Section 3.2, where the sensitivity of CIDME is compared to optimized DEER schemes. Overall conclusions to the presented experiments as well as potential future applications for CIDME are given in Section 4. Complementary details and discussions on this manuscript are presented in the supporting information (SI) and there are references to the contents of the SI throughout this manuscript.

1.1. The CIDME pulse sequence

Coherent evolution can be frozen by means of longitudinal storage, which is the basis of Mims ENDOR [19], RIDME [18], and field-step DEER [20]. In particular, one can introduce a $\left(\frac{\pi}{2}\right) - T - \left(\frac{\pi}{2}\right)$ block into the four-pulse DEER sequence, as shown in the top row of Fig. 1. The first $\frac{\pi}{2}$ pulse at $\mathcal{O}$ projects and translates electron coherence to electron population, while the second $\frac{\pi}{2}$ pulse at $\mathcal{O}$ restores the projected electron coherence for generation of the relevant echo that is marked with an arrow (see also below in Section 3.1.1). During the storage time $T$, there is therefore no contribution from coherent evolution of the electron spin to the echo of interest. If one single or two consecutive pump pulses are applied during the storage time $T$, the reversal of coherent dipolar evolution takes place at the unique time instant $\mathcal{O}$ when coherence is restored. The consecutive chirp pulses shown in the bottom row of Fig. 1 do therefore not cause interference and can have pulse durations beyond the dipolar evolution period.

Notably, the sequence described above without any pump pulse corresponds to the dead-time free RIDME sequence [21], where the acronym RIDME stands for relaxation-induced dipolar modulation enhancement [18]. In RIDME, longitudinal relaxation events during the storage time $T$ flip the coupled spin and reverse the dipolar evolution of the observed spin at $\mathcal{O}$. The storage time $T$ should therefore be on the order of the longitudinal relaxation time of the unobserved $B$ spins. Accordingly, the experimental conditions for RIDME, most critically the temperature, need to be optimized with respect to the properties of the sequence.

![Figure 1: The CIDME pulse sequence, showing the five observer pulses and the pump pulse during the $T$ interval, which are here two consecutive chirp pulses for pumping Gd-based tags. The duration of the observer pulses is illustrated according to their flip angles of either $\frac{\pi}{2}$ or $\pi$. The positions of important echoes are indicated by the Gaussian curves. The detected echo is a refocused virtual echo (violet) and marked by the black vertical arrow. The refocused stimulated echo (green) is removed by the phase cycle described in [21]. The delay $T$ in CIDME is determined by the duration of the pump pulses plus twice an additional pulse gap given by $\tau_{\text{gap}}$ (see also sequence implementation below in Section 2.2).](image-url)
spin pair under investigation. A major difference of RIDME as compared to DEER is that the modulation depth does no longer depend on the bandwidth of the pump pulse, which is favorable for distance determination involving transition metal and lanthanide ions with broad spectra. A number of recent examples are summarized in [22]. Due to the similarity to RIDME, the new pulse sequence with the AWG pulses is termed chirp-induced dipolar modulation enhancement, which is abbreviated as CIDME.

Another experiment that is closely related to the CIDME pulse sequence is the field-step DEER/PELDOR experiment introduced in [20]. In this experiment, the pump pulse is applied at a different field during longitudinal storage in a stimulated echo sequence. Notably, also a field-swept pump pulse for enhanced modulation depth has been demonstrated. In this respect, CIDME is the frequency-swept equivalent of this earlier field-swept approach, additionally with an observer sequence that is free of dead-time restrictions and with the option of consecutive pump pulses.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Sample preparation

The synthesis of the Gd-rulers $I_1$ and $I_3$ has been detailed elsewhere [23]. In these compounds, the Gd ions are coordinated with the ligand PyMTA. The chemical structure is elsewhere [23]. In these compounds, the Gd ions are coor-

2.2. Dipolar spectroscopy at Q band

Experiments were performed on a power-upgraded Bruker Elexsys spectrometer [26] with an extension by a 12 GSa/s AWG [11]. Experiments with Gd-rulers were performed at 10 K using a repetition rate of 2.9 kHz, while experiments with nitroxide-labeled polypeptide were performed at 50 K at a repetition rate of 280 Hz.

For DEER reference experiments, the four-pulse DEER sequence $\pi/2 - \tau_1 - (\pi)_{\text{obs}} - (\pi)_{\text{pump}} - (\tau_2 - \tau_2 - \tau_2 - \tau_2 - \text{echo})$ was used [1]. Unless explicitly indicated otherwise, we used $t_p = 12$ ns for all observation pulses, $\tau_1 = 400$ ns, a $[+x, +x, -x, -x]$ phase cycle on the first pulse, and an increment in the dipolar evolution time $\tau$ by $\Delta \tau = 8$ ns.

The CIDME sequence illustrated in Fig. 1 is parametrized as $(\pi/2)_{\text{obs}} - \tau_1 - (\pi)_{\text{obs}} - (\tau_1 + t) - (\pi)_{\text{pump}} - \tau_2 - \tau_2$ and was implemented using the eight-step phase cycle to isolate the refocused virtual echo, as introduced previously [21]. The $\pi/2$ and $\pi$ observation pulses had durations of 12 ns and 24 ns, respectively, and originated from the so-called stripline channels in the Bruker Elexsys spectrometer to avoid manual channel calibration. The delay $\tau_{\text{gap}}$ was set to 50 ns and 250 ns for Gd-Gd and nitroxide-nitroxide CIDME, respectively. For nuclear modulation averaging in Gd-Gd CIDME, the delays $\tau_1$ and $\tau_2$ were incremented eight times by 28 ns. At one instance, it was of interest to perform the experiment with longer $\tau/2$ pulses of 48 ns duration at $\Theta$ and $\Phi$. An attenuator was therefore temporarily incorporated into the Bruker spectrometer to reduce the amplitude of these stripline channels, while having stronger amplitude on the other channels that were here used for the 12 ns $\pi/2$ pulses.

For Gd-Gd CIDME using Gd-ruler $I_3$ and related DEER experiments, we have set $\tau_1 = 400$ ns, while $\tau_2$ had values between 4.5 and 6 $\mu$s. For Gd-ruler $I_1$, the timing was set $\tau_1 = 400$ ns and $\tau_2 = 4.5 \mu$s, where $\tau_2$ was here 2.25 times longer as required for the acquired dipolar evolution window. This was to avoid a pronounced artifact at $t = 0$, which was observed at the minimum required $\tau_2 = 2.0 \mu$s (see SI). In the nitroxide-nitroxide CIDME and DEER experiments, the timing was $\tau_1 = 300$ ns and $\tau_2 = 1.5 \mu$s.

In all pulse sequences, the incoherent pump pulses originated from the AWG, independent on whether monochromatic or chirp pump pulses were used. The nomenclature for referring to pulse parameters throughout this work is as described previously (see for instance Section 2.2.2 in [10]). Accordingly, chirp pulses with upward sweep direction sweep from an initial frequency $f_1$ to a final frequency $f_2$, which corresponds to a...
sweep range $\Delta f = f_2 - f_1$, where all frequencies are indicated relative to the observation frequency. Chirp pulses with downward sweep direction sweep from $f_2$ to $f_1$.

Gd-Gd distance determination was performed at a resonator bandwidth (3 dB) on the order of 250 MHz. The chirp pulses in this context had sweep widths $\Delta f$ larger than the resonator bandwidth and were compensated for the response function of the resonator, as detailed elsewhere \cite{8, 10}. This bandwidth-compensation establishes an offset-independent adiabaticity factor and facilitates a theoretical estimate of the flipangle of the chirp pulse \cite{17}. During the initial and final $t_{\text{rise}} = 10$ ns of the pulse, the amplitude was apodized by a quarter-period of a sinc function \cite{27}. The static field was set such that the observation position coincided with the maximum of the spectrum \cite{28}.

For nitroxide-nitroxide distance determination, we made use of hyperbolic secant pulses (HS) to minimize residual spectral overlap between the excitation profiles of pump and observation pulses. Since residual spectral overlap is only critical at pump frequencies close to the observation position, we used a new type of HS pulse, namely an asymmetric HS pulse. This pulse combines a HS pulse of a higher order \cite{29} at the most distant pump frequencies with a conventional HS pulse \cite{30, 6} of order 1 at the closest pump frequencies. In the case here, the pulse was a HS pulse of order 6 during the first half of the pulse, and a conventional HS pulse of order 1 during the second half of the pulse. Throughout this work, we will refer to this kind of pulse as an asymmetric HS(6, 1) pulse pump. The amplitude and frequency modulation functions of this pulse are illustrated in the SI and detailed account on these pulses will be given elsewhere. Notice that for this HS(6, 1) pulse, we did not compensate for the resonator with a bandwidth on the order of 100 MHz. The positioning of the pulses with respect to the nitroxide spectrum is detailed below in Fig. 8a.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Gd-Gd CIDME

The performance of Gd-Gd CIDME was tested at Q band with solutions (50 $\mu$M) of Gd-rulers $I_1$ and $I_3$. These compounds consist of two Gd-PyMTA complexes which are kept at a distance of 2.1 nm and 3.4 nm, respectively, through a rather stiff spacer (see Fig. 2). RIDME experiments at W band with this type of ruler have been reported previously \cite{31}. The apparent differences and similarities between RIDME and CIDME are illustrated in Fig. 3a. The black curve corresponds to a CIDME experiment performed with one single chirp of 128 ns duration, whereas the gray curve corresponds to a RIDME experiment performed with $T = 10.128$ $\mu$s. Both curves feature dipolar and nuclear modulations: The fast modulation corresponds to deuterium nuclei. The slow modulation is due to the 3.4 nm distance between the two Gd complexes.

An apparent difference between the two curves is the steeper background decay in the RIDME data. This decay is due to relaxation processes during the long $T$ interval on the order of 10 $\mu$s for the RIDME data. In general, an important decay mechanism during $T$ is spectral diffusion due to coupled nuclei \cite{21}.

For the case of Gd-Gd RIDME, an accurate model for this decay is part of ongoing research \cite{31}. Since CIDME has much shorter $T$ intervals, such contributions to the background decay are less important and are not considered in detail within this context. Moreover, a comparison of sensitivity between CIDME and RIDME for Gd-based tags is not within the scope of this work. In particular, the experimental conditions for the data in Fig. 3a were chosen such as to provide comparable modulation depths for introductory purposes.

Nuclear modulations in RIDME are removed by either changing to higher fields, where modulations are diminished, or by division of two measurements performed under different conditions \cite{21, 22}. Here, the nuclear modulations are suppressed by summing up data with different delays $\tau_1$ and $\tau_2$, as suggested recently \cite{32}. RIDME traces ($T = 228$ ns) with different approaches for nuclear modulation averaging are shown in Fig. 3b. The top trace was obtained by averaging over $\tau_1$, which cancels nuclear modulations that evolve between $\oplus$ and $\odot$. However, the obtained data still exhibit pronounced nuclear modulation towards the end of the curve. These modulations are due to evolution between the virtual echo and the refocused virtual echo and can be removed by averaging over $\tau_2$ (middle). Simultaneous averaging of both $\tau_1$ and $\tau_2$ (bottom) therefore allows for rather good suppression of nuclear modulation artifacts.

With nuclear modulation removed, a residual dipolar modulation of a few percent remains in the data. In a CIDME experiment, where time intervals $T$ can range up to few microseconds, a small fraction of the dipolar modulation therefore stems from this residual contribution. Partially, this residual contribution is due to stochastic spin flips during the short $T$ interval - in other words due to RIDME. However, the $\pi/2$ pulses of the $\pi/2 - T - \pi/2$ block in the RIDME pulse sequence can also act as pump pulses \cite{18, 33, 20}, which is relevant under our experimental conditions (see SI). The residual dipolar modulation for RIDME at short $T$ is therefore not only due to stochastic spin flips, but also due to the excitation profiles of the in-
volved pulses. Besides this residual dipolar modulation, the modulation-averaged trace also reveals artifacts at $t = 0$ as well as at $t = t_2 - t_1 = 4.1 \mu s$. For the case discussed here, these are presumably due to improper cancellation of unwanted echoes due to non-ideal phase cycling.

### 3.1.1. Echo reduction and pump-observer separation

While echo decay mechanisms driven by relaxation during long intervals $T$ are less important for CIDME than for RIDME, loss mechanisms induced by the pump pulse need to be considered. For Gd-Gd DEER with a chirp pump pulse, coherence transfer due to inversion of the observed $A$ spin’s neighbor transitions was found to be an important reduction mechanism [10]. The underlying coherence transfer mechanism is the same as proposed previously for Gd-nitroxide DEER with monochromatic pulses [34]. For CIDME, a similar effect driven by population transfer is anticipated. For ease of discussion, the presentation of experimental data precedes the details on this population transfer mechanism.

For a direct comparison of the echo reduction effects in DEER and CIDME, the dependence of the echo intensity on the offset between pump and observer was recorded. In accordance with [10], $V_0$ is the echo amplitude in the presence of a pump pulse at $t = 0$. The echo amplitude in absence of the pump pulse is referred to as $V_{\text{ref}}$. The normalized echo magnitude $|V_0/V_{\text{ref}}|$ therefore quantifies the net echo reduction effect introduced by the pump pulse.

The experiments were performed using a 128 ns long chirp pump pulse with $\Delta f = 750$ MHz. A pictorial outline of the experiment is shown in Fig. 4a. The solid black curve is the Gd spectrum cast to a frequency axis, which is observed at the central peak by the observer sequence. The orange arrows indicate four representative frequency offsets $f_2$ between the pump and observer, which are sampled during the experiment.

The resulting curves are shown in Fig. 4b. The gray curve is the DEER echo reduction and resembles the data shown previously in Fig. 5c in [10]. In particular, there is a gradual loss of echo intensity $V_0$ when the pump pulse approaches the observed spins. Due to the sweep width $\Delta f = 750$ MHz of the chirp pulse, echo reduction for offsets $f_2 < -100$ MHz is primarily due to the aforementioned coherence transfer. In this region, both the inversion efficiency of the pump pulse, which decreases with increasing frequency separation $|f_2|$, as well as the spectral distribution of the relevant neighbor transitions determine the net magnetization transfer (see also [10, 11]). If the pump pulse has spectral overlap with the observed spins, the echo is entirely lost.

Different results are obtained with the CIDME sequence, which are illustrated by the black curve in Fig. 4b. First, a gradual loss in echo intensity is also observed, but it is less pronounced than with DEER. Second, spectral overlap with the observed spins does not completely annihilate the echo. In fact, the pump pulse inverts the observed $A$ spins, which changes the sign of the relevant refocused virtual echo. The observed dependence of the echo magnitude $|V_0/V_{\text{ref}}|$ on pump offset when the pulses have spectral overlap at offsets $f_2 > 0$ is therefore due to a zero crossing while the refocused virtual echo becomes inverted. In Fig. S1a of the SI, the zero crossing and echo inversion is directly seen in the real part of $V_0/V_{\text{ref}}$.

Note that the CIDME experiments showed a dependence of the echo reduction on the sweep direction of the pump pulse. In particular, additional wiggles in $|V_0/V_{\text{ref}}|$ have been observed if an up-chirp was applied (data not shown). All pump pulses in Gd-Gd CIDME therefore had an inverted sweep direction with respect to the upward sweep direction used in DEER, unless explicitly indicated otherwise. Hence, each CIDME pump pulse was swept away from the central transition (CT), while each DEER pump pulse was swept towards the CT.

Another important aspect that is not visible in the plot is intensity of the echo $V_{\text{ref}}$ in absence of the pump pulse, which was here reduced by a factor of 2.6 when changing from DEER to CIDME.

In order to understand the experimental observations for the CIDME sequence, one needs to elaborate further on the spin dynamics of the $(\hat{\sigma}) - T - (\hat{\sigma})$ block. For a dipolar evolution time $t > 0$, the projection and translation of phase-diverging coherence at $\otimes$ results in an oscillatory polarization pattern, which is depicted in Fig. S2. The dashed horizontal lines denote the amplitude of a FID on frequency offsets $f_2$ of $[-900, -600, -300, 0]$ MHz, respectively. (b) Dependence of $|V_0/V_{\text{ref}}|$ on frequency offset for a 128 ns long chirp with $\Delta f = 750$ MHz for the CIDME sequence (black) and for the DEER sequence (gray). The observer pulses had durations of 12 ns and 24 ns and the experiment was performed according to panel (a) and the description in [10]. Real and imaginary components are shown in Fig. S1a in the SI. The dashed horizontal lines are grid lines (c) Polarization grating on the CT due to projection of coherence by the $\hat{\sigma}$ pulse at $\otimes$ before (black) and after (orange) inversion of one neighbor transition by the pump pulse. The black vertical rulers on the right indicate the oscillation amplitude of the grating, which results in a phase-converging stimulated echo and a phase-diverging virtual echo once the grating is projected back by the $\hat{\sigma}$ pulse at $\otimes$. The dashed horizontal lines denote the amplitude of a FID released at $\otimes$. See SI for further details on population transfer of a polarization grating.
referred to as a polarization grating [35]. For phase-diverging coherence on the CT, the translated pattern is illustrated by the black curve in Fig. 4c. The oscillation frequency of the grating is determined by the delay to the preceding refocusing position, which is here the time \( t \). The grating encodes the projection of transverse magnetization along one axis. The projection does therefore not preserve the sense of rotation in the transverse plane (with respect to a coordinate system that rotates with the observation frequency). This means that as soon as transverse magnetization is projected to an axis, the sign information of the transverse magnetization’s coherence order is lost. Accordingly, it is not possible to discriminate whether the grating originates from phase-diverging or phase-converging coherence.\(^1\)

If any coherent and stochastic interactions during \( T \) are neglected, the grating remains unchanged and coherence is restored at \( \mathbb{R} \). Since the grating cannot carry any information on the sign of the coherence order, this generates both a phase-converging stimulated echo as well as a phase-diverging virtual echo. The amplitudes and (hypothetical) positions of these echoes are indicated in green and violet around \( \mathbb{R} \) in Fig. 1. Only one half of the initial coherence is therefore detected in the CIDME experiment, which is the main reason for the observed difference by a factor of 2.6 between DEER and CIDME echoes \( V_{\text{ref}} \).

Echo reduction in CIDME is due to population transfer acting on the polarization grating. If the pump pulse inverts only one of the neighbor transitions, one finds the up-shifted grating with half of the oscillation amplitude illustrated in orange in Fig. 4c (see SI for derivation). Unlike in DEER, where inversion of one neighbor transition eliminates the echo, the echo in CIDME is only reduced by a factor of two. With a single pump pulse, CIDME has therefore half of the echo reduction than DEER. The experimental result in Fig. 4b is in rather good agreement with this for offsets \( f_2 \) below \(-100\) MHz. The dependence of the echo reduction on sweep direction in CIDME is probably also related to population transfer effects. With pump pulses of smaller sweep width \( \Delta f \), DEER echo reduction entails an additional loss mechanism that could be explained by spatial inhomogeneity of the Bloch-Siegert phase shift [10]. In CIDME, there is no Bloch-Siegert shift due to the pump pulse, both in theory and in experiment. As a consequence, the same type of echo reduction experiment performed with narrower sweep widths \( \Delta f \) of 500 MHz and 300 MHz showed less than half of the echo reduction for CIDME than for DEER in those regions where the additional loss mechanism for DEER was expected. These results are discussed in Section 1 of the SI.

A different result is obtained if two consecutive pump pulses are used. In the limiting case of perfect population inversion of both neighbor transitions, one finds that the polarization grating on the CT is lost. In fact, inversion of both neighbor transitions results in \( \langle \hat{S}_z \rangle_{\text{CT}} = 3 \), which is due to the population difference between the \(+3/2\) and the \(-3/2\) energy level at thermal equilibrium. Within this limiting case of perfect population inversion of both neighbor transitions, echo reduction in DEER and CIDME is the same. However, one has usually a reduced inversion efficiency on each of the neighbor transitions in an experiment with consecutive pulses. When measuring the echo reduction \( |V_{\text{ref}}/V_{\text{ref}}| \) with consecutive pulses, CIDME still had less echo reduction than DEER, but the difference was smaller than a factor of two (see also SI).

Overall, these experimental results corroborate our previous analysis of echo reduction driven by high-spin effects and by an additional mechanism related to Bloch-Siegert phase shifts in [10].

### 3.1.2. Modulation depth and dipolar harmonics

Since CIDME allows for longer pulses and for overlap between pump and excitation frequencies, modulation depth in CIDME can be rather large. The achievable modulation depth as well as an eventual control of higher harmonics of the dipolar frequency are of interest under these conditions.

For one such example, time-domain CIDME data and the regularized distance distribution are shown in blue in Fig. 5. The pump pulse had a duration of 512 ns and covered a range of \( \Delta f = 1.9\) GHz. Because this pulse was centered at the observation frequency, an adiabaticity \( Q_{\text{CT}} \) on the order of 4.3 has been achieved for the CT. For such a large frequency range, one would expect that a significant number of spins in the states \( m_S = \pm 3/2 \) are flipped three times by the pump pulse and undergo a total change of \( \Delta m_S = 3 \). The resulting third harmonic of the dipolar frequency will lead to a contribution in distance domain at around 2.35 nm. There is some hint of such a contribution in the distance distribution extracted from this experiment (see the blue curve in panel b at the arrow marked 3\(^\text{rd} \)).

Another set of experiments (orange and green) was performed with a 1 µs long up-chirp with \( \Delta f = 1\) GHz and \( f_2 = -250\) MHz, which achieved an adiabaticity \( Q_{\text{CT}} \) on the order of 7.7. The experiment shown in green was performed by observation of the

---

\(^1\)For the pulse sequence considered here, projection of both phase-diverging and phase-converging spin packets is relevant. In particular, the coherence projected by pulse \( \mathbb{R} \) is phase-diverging for \( t > 0 \) and phase-converging for \( t < 0 \).
central peak of the Gd spectrum, which represents the usual $B_0$ setting in these experiments. For the experiment shown in orange, the static field $B_0$ was reduced by 16 mT in order to pump the central peak of the Gd spectrum. This corresponds to the field position, where population transfer experiments yielded the largest signal enhancement for an up-chirp (see Fig. 5b in [11]). The larger modulation depth of the orange curve as compared to the green curve is therefore due to pumping of the central peak of the Gd spectrum. It should be noted that this is not an optimum approach for a CIDME experiment. In fact, the data shown in orange was acquired 20 times longer than the data shown in green and was additionally enhanced by population transfer [11] with the same pulse as the CIDME pump pulse preceding the CIDME pulse sequence. Interestingly, the differences in the distance distributions between these two approaches are very small. In particular, the relative intensities of the peaks due to the second harmonic at 2.7 nm are comparable. There is only a small difference in the peaks due to the third harmonic at 2.35 nm. Altogether, the data shown in Fig. 5 approve that fairly large modulation depths are possible with the CIDME experiment. The largest modulation depth achieved with CIDME is actually due to the ability to observe and pump the central peak of the Gd spectrum at the same time. Such a setting is not possible in DEER, as a pump pulse resonant with the observed A spins would change the refocusing position of the DEER echo. In the CIDME sequence, a pump pulse that is resonant with the A spins does only invert the phase of the relevant virtual echo, but does not have an effect on the refocusing position of the virtual echo. This may lead to the hypothesis that a coupled spin pair that lies completely within the observation bandwidth takes the role of both pumped and observed spins: The first spin changes its resonance frequency by the dipolar coupling due to inversion of the second spin, whereas the second spin changes its frequency due to inversion of the first spin. However, such spin pairs will most likely not contribute to the CIDME modulation, because for spin pairs lying completely within the observation bandwidth, the observer $\pi$ pulses do not refocus the dipolar coupling [35, 36].

In any case, it is clear that a pump pulse with spectral overlap leads to a smaller mean separation between pump and observer frequencies. As a consequence, spin pairs which are not in weak coupling conditions contribute and introduce unwanted distortions to the dipolar spectrum [37–39]. Notably, the data obtained with the centered pump pulse (blue) showed the least number of oscillations in the time domain and the broadest peak in distance domain in comparison to the other data in Fig. 5. Further experiments towards this direction will be presented below in Section 3.1.4.

For the second important aspect, namely the presence of dipolar harmonics, the presented CIDME data exhibit less harmonic content than RIDME experiments performed with the same Gd-ruler [31]. For CIDME with Gd-centers having smaller ZFS, excitation of higher harmonics may become more pronounced and even controllable, because the pump pulse covers a larger fraction of the Gd-spectrum. Nevertheless, we would not expect that CIDME could be applied to explicitly excite certain higher harmonics while suppressing others. Such experiments would be of interest, since suppression of the fundamental frequency would be advantageous to acquire longer distances. The primary purpose of Gd-Gd CIDME is therefore to provide form factors that contain mainly the fundamental frequency.

3.1.3. Comparison with DEER

With the longer pulses in CIDME and a less severe echo reduction, it is a tempting question whether CIDME can outperform DEER despite the loss of a factor of two in $V_{ref}$ due to the longitudinal storage. For this purpose, we optimized both CIDME and DEER using the two-point optimization of $\eta_2P$ as described in [10]. The main outcome from this optimization was that CIDME with two consecutive pump pulses achieved a larger sensitivity than CIDME with a single pump pulse. Note that in order to avoid complications due to narrow pump-observer separation, only pump pulses which have no considerable overlap with the observed A spins were considered.

For two consecutive pump pulses with 64 ns duration each, we found good performance for both DEER and CIDME with $\Delta f = 500$ MHz and an offset of 200 MHz between pump and observer. The DEER and CIDME results are illustrated in blue and orange in Fig. 6, respectively. When going to longer pulse durations, an asymptotic improvement in CIDME performance was observed based on $\eta_2P$. Two consecutive 512 ns long pulses with $\Delta f = 1150$ MHz and an offset of 450 MHz between pump and observer have therefore been tested with CIDME. The data...
obtained with these pulses are shown in green in Fig. 6. By comparing the DEER and CIDME data obtained with the same pump parameters (blue and orange), the modulation depth with CIDME was larger. There are several reasons for this. First, there is a contribution to the dipolar modulation of a few percent that is present even without a pump pulse, as shown in the bottom of Fig. 3b. Second, the dipolar evolution about the zero time \( t = 0 \) is different for DEER than for CIDME, as seen in the vertically displaced \( V(t) \) curves in Fig. 6a. The DEER signal has a smooth curvature around \( t = 0 \), as one would expect for the dipolar signal, which is composed of cosine functions. Note that due to the low pass filtering of the dipolar signal by the chirp, frequency components from some orientations of the molecule may be missing, which could in principle reduce the apparent modulation depth in DEER. For the experimental parameters chosen here, however, this is fairly unlikely. The CIDME signal, on the contrary, features a visible artificial spike at \( t = 0 \), which does enhance \( V_0 \) and results in a larger apparent modulation depth. Nevertheless, the larger modulation depth in CIDME is compensated by the smaller echo intensity \( V_0 \), which can even be recognized by comparing the noise level in the form factors in panel (b). In fact, the CIDME echo amplitude \( V_0 \) was 45% of the DEER echo amplitude. Importantly, the relevant distance peak at 3.4 nm extracted from the CIDME and DEER data is indistinguishable (blue and orange).

With the longer pulse duration (green), a considerable improvement in modulation depth was achieved. However, the apparent modulation depth strongly depended on the background correction of primary data. Here, the background was fitted starting from \( t_{bg} = 912 \) ns by a stretched exponential that corresponds to a dimensionality of the background \( d_{bg} = 3.3 \). For such a choice, the background-corrected form factor in panel (b) has an apparent low-frequency curvature and a modulation depth of 36% is obtained. If the background model parameters \( t_{bg} \) and \( d_{bg} \) are optimized automatically for best fit in the DeerAnalysis software [40], the parameters \( t_{bg} = 1752 \) ns and \( d_{bg} = 0.88 \) remove the curvature in the form factor (data not shown). For such a small \( d_{bg} \), the background exhibits a peak at \( t = 0 \) which reduces the apparent modulation depth to 21%. The real modulation depth may lie between these two values. As one would expect, a RIDME experiment with the same \( T \) of 1.124 \( \mu s \) showed a similar background decay than the one observed here in CIDME (data not shown). Even if a modulation depth of 36% for the long-pulse CIDME data is assumed, DEER sensitivity remains superior. In particular, CIDME achieved here only 75% of the sensitivity of the DEER experiment. For a distance of 3.4 nm, where a total pulse duration of 128 ns is admissible in DEER, CIDME can therefore not outperform DEER. For shorter distances, however, the pump pulse in DEER needs to be shorter, such that CIDME with longer pulses is likely to be better than DEER. Moreover, the optimum conditions in terms of resonator bandwidth and available power may be different for CIDME than for DEER. In particular, one would expect that on a spectrometer with reduced power and bandwidth, where short chirp pulses no longer achieve decent modulation depth, the longer pump pulse duration in CIDME improves sensitivity by significant enhancement of the modulation depth. An in-principle demonstration of such a situation is provided in the SI, where nitroxide-nitroxide CIDME is performed at deliberately reduced pulse power.

Another situation, where the performance of short chirp pulses constrains the DEER modulation depth, is when a large frequency separation on the order of 1 GHz is required between pump and observer. With the longer pulse durations admissible in CIDME, the performance of the pump pulse, and thus the modulation depth, can be enhanced significantly. A large frequency separation between pump and observer is, for instance, important for the study of orientation selection at higher fields when using other spin labels than two Gd-complexes.

For pairs of Gd-complexes, a large frequency separation between pump and observer avoids contributions from spin pairs that are not in a weak coupling condition [37–39]. Interestingly, the long-pulse CIDME data presented here had a narrower distance distribution than the data obtained with the shorter pulses, which can even be recognized by counting the oscillations of the form factor in time domain. A similar observation is made for the data in Fig. 5. Using the same Gd-ruler, a narrowing of the distance distribution has also been observed for RIDME [31] as well as for direct excitation of multi-quantum transitions by an intense pump pulse in DEER (see [10]). Since the observed effects for the Gd-ruler 1, with a Gd-Gd distance of 3.4 nm may be considered as rather small compared to typical distribution widths encountered in biological samples, we present data obtained with Gd-ruler 1 in the following, which holds the two Gd-complexes at a distance of 2.1 nm.

3.1.4. Application to short distances

The superior performance of CIDME for determination of short distances is exemplified using a 50 µM solution of Gd-ruler 1. DEER experiments with monochromatic pulses at W band and at Q band of this particular compound revealed distance distributions broadened by pseudo-secular contributions [38]. Moreover, using a different Gd-ruler with smaller zero field splitting, a dual-mode resonator allowed to suppress this broadening by application of monochromatic DEER pump pulses with frequency separation up to 1 GHz [39]. Based on our observations made for Gd-ruler 1 with chirp pulses, we would also expect such broadening for a chirp pump pulse having a small frequency offset. Accordingly, consecutive pulses with \( T_p = 128 \) ns, \( \Delta f = 600 \) MHz and an offset of 200 MHz were examined. The CIDME results shown in gray in Fig. 7 indeed reveal a broad distance distribution. In particular, the time-domain data in panel (a) shows less oscillations than the data obtained with Gd-ruler 1. To suppress this broadening, the pumping position was moved further away with consecutive pulses having \( T_p = 512 \) ns, \( \Delta f = 500 \) MHz and an offset of 1 GHz. At this larger offset, the results shown in black in Fig. 7 display a much narrower distance distribution. Broadening mechanisms due to spin pairs that are not in weak coupling conditions can therefore be suppressed substantially, which is in line with the experiments reported in [38, 39, 43]. It is the unique advantage of CIDME that a modulation depth larger than 10% can be achieved at
large offsets of 1 GHz, while observing the signal at the central peak of the Gd spectrum. For DEER with chirp pump pulses, one would expect much smaller modulation depths due to the restriction on pulse duration. In comparison to narrowing of the distance distribution by changing from DEER to RIDME [31, 43], it is essential that the principal dipolar modulation in CIDME is due to the fundamental frequency, whereas RIDME introduces dipolar harmonics that complicate data analysis.

Nevertheless, it is important to point out that CIDME is based on RIDME at short $T$. Such short $T$ make the experiment prone to artifacts from additional coherence transfer pathways. In the example shown here, such an artifact at $t = 0$ was suppressed by prolongation of the pulse delay $\tau_2$ beyond $\tau_2 = 2 \mu s$, which is the delay that would suffice for the recorded evolution window. Further information and a preliminary explanation of this particular artifact is found in the SI.

### 3.2. Nitroxide-nitroxide CIDME

CIDME was also applied to nitroxide-nitroxide spin pairs and compared to optimized DEER schemes with rectangular and chirp pump pulses. The experimental conditions when changing from Gd-Gd experiments to nitroxide-nitroxide experiments change as follows: First, longitudinal relaxation of nitroxides at 50 K is slower than for Gd at 10 K, so that one would not expect any RIDME contributions to the CIDME form factor for nitroxides at short delays $T$. As an example, nitroxide-nitroxide RIDME at low temperature was performed with much longer $T$ up to milliseconds [44] and relaxation agents were introduced to enhance longitudinal relaxation [45].

Second, a smaller excitation bandwidth is required with nitroxides due to the narrower spectra. However, the smaller transition moment of $S = 1/2$ nitroxides as compared to $S = 7/2$ Gd centers requires more energy input to the spin system for achieving the same excitation bandwidth. Moreover, the separation between pump and observer frequency windows becomes narrower for nitroxides and requires extra consideration on potential artifacts [36].

The experiments were performed with a WALP23 polypeptide inserted into DOPC bilayers with MTSL at residues 7 and 22. Since the lipids and buffers were not deuterated in this sample, CIDME was recorded without nuclear modulation averaging. The optimized DEER scheme with a rectangular pump pulse was implemented according to [26]. In particular, the microwave resonator was adjusted for $Q_c = 300$ at $f_0 = 34.3$ GHz and pump and observation pulses with 12 ns duration and 100 MHz separation were placed symmetrically about the resonator center frequency. The placement with respect to the nitrooxide spectrum is indicated in Fig. 8a.

For DEER with a chirp pump pulse and CIDME, a different scheme was used. In particular, the observation position was set to the central frequency of the resonator and to the maximum of the nitrooxide spectrum for best detection sensitivity. The DEER pump pulse was a non-compensated HS[6, 1] pump pulse with $t_p = 64$ ns, whereas the CIDME pump pulse had an extended duration of $t_p = 500$ ns. Based on $v_T$ optimization [10], pulse parameters $\Delta f = 200$ MHz and 150 MHz were chosen for CIDME and DEER, respectively, both at an offset of 70 MHz (see also Fig. 8a).

Normalized primary data are shown in Fig. 8b, with DEER results using a monochromatic (blue) and a chirp (orange) pump pulse as well as CIDME data (green). While the DEER data are similar in shape, CIDME data reveal a curved background and a pronounced contribution at $t = \tau_2 - \tau_1$. These features were also observed when recording CIDME without a pump pulse (gray), which corresponds to RIDME with $T = 1 \mu s$.

Background-corrected form factors are shown in panel c, where CIDME data was cut off to exclude the artifact at $t = \tau_2 - \tau_1$. When comparing the DEER datasets, modulation depth was highest with a monochromatic pump pulse. The larger modulation depth with the monochromatic pump pulse as compared to the chirp pump pulse is explained by the placement of pump and observation frequencies (compare Fig. 8a). The actual advantage of using the chirp pump pulse in the proposed DEER scheme becomes clear when comparing the SNR given by $\lambda/\sigma$, where $\sigma$ is the standard deviation of the form factor obtained from the fitting residual filtered by a 10 MHz high-pass filter. In particular, the SNR with the chirp pump pulse was 28% higher than with the monochromatic pump pulse. This scheme is therefore very promising for the application of chirp pump pulses to nitrooxide-nitroxide DEER at Q band. Important restrictions to this approach are (i) potential interference at short distances and (ii) spectral overlap between pump and observation frequencies, resulting in artifacts at $t = \tau_2 - \tau_1$ (see DEER form factors in panel c).

With respect to interference, the utilized chirp pump pulse with $t_p = 64$ ns reproduced the DEER distance distribution obtained with the monochromatic pulse rather well (see Fig. 8d). With respect to the artifacts at $t = \tau_2 - \tau_1$, it is presumed that these can be suppressed further by also shaping the observer pulses. The situation is different for CIDME. As a first aspect, the pronounced artifact at $t = \tau_2 - \tau_1$ and the curvature in the CIDME background inhibit a reliable data analysis. For instance, the background shape results in the artificial peak around 4 nm in the CIDME distance distribution in Fig. 8d. Both the back-

![Figure 7: CIDME applied to Gd-ruler 1 with an interspin distance of 2.1 nm. Consecutive pulses with parameters $t_p = 512$ ns, $\Delta f = 500$ MHz and an offset of 1 GHz (black) as well as $t_p = 128$ ns, $\Delta f = 600$ MHz and an offset of 200 MHz (gray) were examined. The observer pulses had durations of 8 ns and 16 ns. Despite the short evolution window, the delay $\tau_2$ needed to be set to 4.5 $\mu$s due to a significant increase in a coherent artifact at $t = 0$ at shorter $\tau_2$ (see SI). (a) Background corrected form factor. (b) Regularized distance distributions obtained with regularization parameters of 0.01 (black) and 10 (gray) based on the L-curve criterion [41, 42].]
Figure 8: CIDME applied to WALP23 with MTSL at residues 7 and 22. (a) Field-swept echo-detected spectrum cast to a frequency axis with pump and observer positions used in DEER with either monochromatic or chirp pump pulses and CIDME. The chirp pump pulse used here was a non-compensated HS[6,1] pulse, with $t_p = 64$ ns and $\Delta f = 150$ MHz for DEER and $t_p = 512$ ns and $\Delta f = 200$ MHz for CIDME. (b) Normalized primary data for DEER with monochromatic pump pulse (blue), DEER with chirp pump pulse (orange), CIDME (green), and CIDME without pump pulse (gray), which is a RIDME sequence at short $T = 1$ µs. (c) Background-corrected form factor according to the color coding used in panel b. CIDME data were cut off to exclude the $t = t_2 - t_1$ artifact. (d) Distance distributions obtained with a regularization parameter of 100.

4. Conclusions and outlook

CIDME has proven to be a technique that is free of interference effects related to the frequency-swept excitation of chirp pump pulses. This allows for improving the inversion efficiency of the pump pulse by prolongation of the pulse duration. However, bypassing interference by longitudinal storage comes at the price of losing half of the echo signal. Accordingly, CIDME can only outperform DEER in terms of sensitivity, if the prolongation of the pump pulse can compensate for providing only half of the echo signal. CIDME must therefore achieve at least twice the modulation depth than DEER.

As demonstrated in our experiments using high-power Q-band instrumentation, short pump pulses with duration of 64 ns provided DEER sensitivity that was beyond CIDME sensitivity with longer pump pulses for both Gd-Gd and nitroxide-nitroxide spin pairs. In particular, the optimized DEER schemes provided decent modulation depth, so that there was not much room for improvement when changing to CIDME. There are, however, a number of situations where such DEER performance is not attainable:

First, the experiment may require a large frequency separation between the pumped and observed spins. Accordingly, the pump pulse needs to be applied at the far shoulders of the resonator profile, where pulse performance becomes deteriorated. Examples are the study of orientation selection involving broad spectra, spectroscopically orthogonal spin labels, or the suppression of spin pairs that are not in weak coupling conditions. For the latter example, a Gd-Gd CIDME modulation depth larger than 10% was achieved at a frequency separation between pump and observer of 1 GHz.

Second, pulse excitation power may be reduced due to availability of high-power instrumentation, which is a particular challenge at higher fields [47, 48]. Accordingly, we expect CIDME to be a sensitive technique at higher fields. In particular, the study of orientation selection involving nitroxide spin labels may be performed at higher sensitivity when changing from DEER to CIDME. In addition, favorable CIDME sensitivity is expected for a number of transition metal ions with spin $S = 1/2$, where even high-power instrumentation cannot result

ground shape and the artifact at $t = t_2 - t_1$ were also visible in the RIDME reference measurement. Due to the long $T_1$ time, the residual dipolar modulation in this RIDME reference cannot be due to relaxation and must be of different origin. We observed that the residual modulation that refocuses at $t = 0$ ns can be reduced by prolonging the duration of the $\pi/2$ pulses at 3 and 9 to project and release coherence (see SI). The modulation at $t = 0$ ns does therefore originate from inversion of unsaturated spins by the $\pi/2$ pulses in the $\pi/2 - T - \pi/2$ block (see also [18, 33, 20]).

For the residual modulation that refocuses at $t = t_2 - t_1$, we found that it depends both on $T$ and on the observation position (see SI). In particular, this modulation was most significant for small $T < 10$ µs at the central peak of the nitroxide spectrum and virtually absent for $T > 20$ µs. Similarly, the unexpected curvature of the background was only significant at very short $T < 2$ µs. These observations corroborate the absence of such artifacts in nitroxide-nitroxide RIDME at longer $T$ [21, 18, 44, 46]. Clearly, one could therefore diminish the unwanted CIDME artifacts towards $t = t_2 - t_1$ by (i) prolongation of $T$ or by (ii) observation at a different field position. However, both strategies entail an additional signal loss in the case studied here due to (i) pronounced background decay at longer $T$ mediated by matrix protons and (ii) reduced echo intensity at observation positions other than the maximum of the nitroxide spectrum.

Even if the artifacts could be reduced by prolongation of $T$, our results indicate that the sensitivity of nitroxide-nitroxide CIDME is unlikely to reach beyond the sensitivity of established Q-band nitroxide-nitroxide DEER with monochromatic pulses. In fact, the SNR achieved with CIDME was below the SNR achieved with DEER using a monochromatic pump pulse. Best sensitivity was achieved by the "inverted" DEER scheme employed here with a short HS[1,6] pump pulse.

However, if experiments are performed on a Q-band spectrometer with reduced power and bandwidth, such that the optimized DEER schemes are not feasible, CIDME could become interesting in terms of sensitivity. The principle of sensitivity enhancement for nitroxide-nitroxide systems by CIDME under these conditions is demonstrated in the SI, where the experiments with the WALP sample have been performed at reduced pulse power.
in DEER modulation depths larger than 10% due to the broad spectra. Besides sensitivity considerations, however, the applicability of CIDME is currently largely restricted by the artifacts observed at short storage times $T$. While these are at present not fully understood, it is important to note the similarity of the CIDME pulse sequence to the RIDME pulse sequence. We would therefore expect that a number of open questions on the origin of these artifacts become clarified by further investigations on spin dynamics of RIDME. One such example is the recent analysis of nuclear modulations in RIDME [32].
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